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	Title: A Backyard Designed by Maggie and Tillie: Dog-friendly Landscaping
	Author: by Dorothy M. Downing, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: I love to garden.  I also love my two little dogs, Maggie and Tillie.  Sometimes these loves of mine clash. Landscaping with dogs presents challenges that may require some compromises.  You have ideas about how your garden should look and your pets have ideas about how their play areas should be.  My dogs have helped to design my backyard so that they have their play space and I have mine.I spent some time watching how my dogs use the space in the backyard:  where they play, where they lie down, where they eliminate, where they walk and what favorite views they have.  Last winter, when my plants and bermuda lawn were dormant, Maggie and Tillie created a little racetrack under the junipers, along the fence and through my flower beds, down the middle of the lawn and back to the junipers.  I spent some time researching to come up with dog-friendly landscaping.  The plan I designed is both pleasing and practical and solves problems that occur when sharing space with pets. Dogs need exercise; paths give them a designated space to do it as well as a place to perform their perceived job — to patrol your property line and keep out intruders.  By sacrificing a few feet along the fence for a perimeter path and creating a divided island bed, I simultaneously satisfied both needs.  The path also keeps lawn and plants away from the fence, which in turn keeps water away from the fence.  The fence will last longer and the path provides an approved area for my dogs.If your dogs have created their own paths through the garden like mine, don't try to redirect them.  Instead, turn their routes into proper pathways by formalizing them with pea gravel or shredded bark, which is easier on paws. Dogs are unusually sensitive to a substance called theobromine found in cocoa beans, cocoa bean hulls and chocolate.  Don’t use cocoa bean mulch for this path or in areas of the yard where the dogs have access.     Large, playful dogs can easily disturb paths of cedar mulch or pea gravel, so paths of brick or stone are easier to maintain.  Fill the spaces between the stones with a tough, low growing groundcover like Gray Creeping Germander, Pink Chintz thyme or Turkish Speedwell.  These blooming groundcovers are drought tolerant and will put up with doggie paw traffic. 
	Page 2:    My once large flower bed has been divided into two by my companions.  The soft foliage of the iris and daylilies seems to be sturdy enough to stand canine rough-housing, even if I do lose a bloom occasionally. The new doggie path has the added advantages of giving me better access to the beds for cutting flowers and weeding.  Be sure to consider tough plants near pathways used for dogs because they will be trounced upon on occasion.  Avoid thorny and spiny plants, which can cause serious eye injuries.  I plan to put in some romp-proof native ornamental grasses around the edge of the garden in the future to help keep the dogs out.One way to keep dogs away from delicate plants is to building fences around them.  Wood picket fences are attractive and can be left in permanently.  Plant some perennials behind the fence and you have the beginnings of a cottage garden.  Or install chicken wire on a temporary basis until the dogs are trained to stay out of the beds. After all, if you can train your dog to stay off the couch, you can train it to stay out of your plants.When you have dogs or other pets spending time in the garden, avoid chemical lawn and garden care.  Integrated pest management techniques will ensure that the least toxic method of control will keep both your animals and your plants healthy.  Even if you use organic pest control products, keep pets out of the garden when you're applying them, and then keep them away from treated areas for as long as recommended, usually until the treated area is dry or 24 hours.If you have pets with sniffing snouts and hearty appetites, you must be careful about plants you choose.  Some favorite landscape plants like azaleas, daffodil bulbs and yew will make your dog sick.  Avocado tree bark, leaves and fruit as well as tomatoes plants and grapes are toxic and can make a dog sick.  If you're not sure which plants are poisonous, check with your local garden center.  Visit www.aspca.org/toxicplants for a complete list of toxic plants. If you think that your backyard looks like a bomb hit it at the moment, take heart.  Your dog can learn to respect the garden and feel less inclined to redecorate.  With a little work by you and a little training for your dog, you could end up with a landscape that is enjoyable for both of you.
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